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Jessee: The Kirtland Diary of Wilford Woodruff

the kirtland diary
of wilford woodruff

DEAN C JESSEE

diary of wilford woodruff fourth president of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints is one of the signific ant documents of mormon history covering the years
nificant
from his acceptance of the faith in 1833 until his death in
1898 president woodruff s diary offers a keenly perceptive
view of life in the early church from the perspective of a

the

leading official joining the church during the kirtland era
woodruff s rise to leadership was almost immediate he
was appointed to the seventies quorum in kirtland in 1836
and two years later was called to the council of twelve
apostles a calling that culminated with his appointment as
president of the church in 1889 he also served as church
historian for thirty three years and was president of the
young men s mutual improvement association among his
civic assignments wilford woodruff sat with the nauvoo
city council the utah territorial legislature and was president of the utah horticultural society
revealing a sensitive spirit and an intense feeling of destiny woodruffs
woodruffe diary is a masterful chronicle explaining
his motivation to keep a diary elder woodruff wrote in
1857 1 I1 have been inspired & moved upon to keep a journal
& write the affairs of this church as far as 1I can
you
may say that this is a great deal of trouble very well it has
been
it has occupied nearly every liesure moment of my
time
but what of it
he continued
have never spent any of my time more profitably for the
benefit of mankind than in my journal writing for a
1I

brother jessee is senior historical associate in the historical department of
the church and a frequent contributor to BYU studies
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great portion of the church history has been compiled
from my journals & some of the most glorious gospel
sermons truths & revelations that were given from god
to this people through the mouth of the prophets joseph
brigham heber & the twelve could not be found upon the
earth on record ownly in my journals & they are compiled
in the church history and transmitted to the saints of god
in all future generations does not this pay me for my trouble
it does 1

on another occasion elder woodruff wrote
we

are not apt to think of the importance of events as
they transpire with us but we feel the importance of them
afterward we are living in one of the most important
generations that man ever lived on earth & we should
write an account of those important transactions which
are takeing
takping place before our eyes in fulfillment of the
prophesies & the revelation of god there is a great flood
of revelations fulfilling in our day & as they are transpiring before our eyes we want a record made of them 2

wilford woodruff was born in farmington later named
avon hartford county connecticut on 1 march 1807 he
assisted his father at the farmington mills until he was twenty
years old after buying a farm and sawmill in richland new
york in the spring of 1832 he and his brother settled in business

although wilford made no profession of faith until 1850
1830
his life was not devoid of religion from reading the bible
he had felt that the church of god would be re
reestablished
established
upon the earth and that he should live to see it 3 on 29
december 1833 he heard the preaching of two mormon
elders zerah pulsipher and elijah cheney who were passing through new york
felt that it was the
ever herd I1 thought it was
for I1 could not feel it my
out bearing my witness to

first gospel sermon that 1I had
what I1 had long been looking
duty to leeve the house withthe truth before the people I1
opened my eyes to see my ears to hear my heart to understand & my doors to entertain him who had administered
unto us 4
I1 truly

iford
lford woodruff diary 17 march 1857 MS historical department
WI
wilford
of the church
hereafter designated HDC
all quotations from this
diary retain the spelling and punctuation of the original
woodruff 6 september 1856
history of wilford woodruff deseret news 7 july 1858 p 81
woodruff 29 december 1833
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feeling that it would be better to be a door keeper in the

house of god than to dwell in the tents of wickedness wilford was baptized on 31 december and two days later was
ordained a teacher in the newly established branch of the

church at richland 5
about the first of april 1833 harry brown and parley P
pratt arrived in richland recruiting volunteers for zion s
camp the company of men being organized to go to the aid
of church members who had been driven from their homes
in jackson county missouri woodruff accepted the call and
on 10 april left richland for kirtland ohio which had been
designated as the meeting place for the volunteers
traveling with harry brown warren ingalls john murdock and orson pratt wilford arrived in kirtland at
night on 25 april 1834 his first experience at kirtland
lasted five days

there for the first time 1I had

of our beloved brother
joseph smith the prophet & seer which god hath raised up in
receieve revethese last days through whom the saints receieve
lations from time to time brother joseph invited us to
take up our abode with him & accordingly we did and
boarded at his house most of the time for a week here
I1 became not ownly acquainted with him and his family but
with many of the brethren both high priests elders and
private members those which were making it their home at
kirtland and also those which were gathering for the purpose of going up to zion I1 here first time became actraveld with us
ted with elder milton holmes
hoimes who traveled
quain
quainted
in the camp to mo I1 was introduced to elder brigham
younga
young7 heber C kimball 8 br young gave me a butcher
knife on the 27th of apreil
aureil being the lords day 1I attended
meeting and herd several of the brethren preach brother
woodruff

a view

january 1834
milton holmes later served as a member of zion s camp and was associated with wilford woodruff in the second quorum of seventy in kirtland
brigham young 1801
was thirty five years old when he first
1877
18011877
whittingham
met wilford woodruff he was born in whitingham
Whit ingham vermont and was
residing in mendon new york in 1829 when he was converted to mormonism
he moved to kirtland in september 1833 and worked on various
building projects including the temple he was a member of zion s camp in
1834 and was appointed one of the twelve apostles in february 1835
1868 was converted
born in sheldon vermont heber C kimball 1801
bom
18011868
to mormonism in april 1832 moving to kirtland in the fall of 1833 he
served with zion s camp in 1834 and was chosen to the council of the twelve
in february 1835 he was engaged in missionary work in the east in 18351836 and returned to kirtland on 2 october 1836
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KIRTLAND DIARY OF WILFORD WOODRUFF

pratt and others
sidney rigdon 9 orson hide 10 orson pratt11
spoke joseph smith closing during the meeting it appeared
to me there was more light made manifest at that meeting respecting the gospel and kingdom of god than 1I
receieved
eved from the whole sectarian world 12
had ever receleved
recel
on the first day of may 1834 four baggage wagons and
twenty men including wilford woodruff left kirtland for
missouri as the first contingent of zion s camp it was two
and one half years before he returned to kirtland
after the camp was disbanded in missouri in june woodruff was employed with lyman wight in building and brickmaking at a high council meeting the following november
he was ordained a priest and called by bishop edward
partridge to go into the southern states as a missionary his
travels took him through missouri arkansas tennessee and
kentucky As a result of his ministry upward of one hundred
persons were baptized and he organized the first company
of mormon converts to emigrate from the southern states
he returned to kirtland on 25 november 1836
woodruff s diary during the six months that he remained in kirtland prior to his departure for a new england
mission on 31 may 1837 is a significant mirror of the men
and institutions of kirtland 13 noteworthy are his lucid account
of pentecostal events that transpired in the temple his observa
observe
sidney rigdon 17931876
1793 1876 was a native of st clair pennsylvania after
moving to ohio where he became a popular campbellite preacher rigdon
was converted to mormonism in november 1830 he served as a scribe to
joseph smith and was appointed first counselor in the church presidency
in march 1833 in the absence of joseph smith with zions camp in 1834
rigdon assisted oliver cowdery in directing the affairs of the church in kirtland he was also a trustee of the kirtland high school
orson hyde 1805
1878 was born at oxford connecticut and was
18051878
residing in ohio when he was converted to mormonism by sidney rigdon
in the fall of 1831 he performed five missionary assignments for the church
between 1832 and 1835 returning in october 1836 he spent the winter in

kirtland
orson pratt

converted
ted to mormonism by his brother
was comer
parley in september 1830 and went to kirtland in 1831 he was a member of
zion s camp and after returning to kirtland in 1835 was appointed to
the council of the twelve he performed extensive missionary work during the
1830s and taught a grammar school in kirtland
woodruff 25
30 april 1834
2530
detail concerning the mormon experience in kirtland is provided in
max H parkin conflict at kirtland A study of the nature and causes
cormons in ohio between 1830 and
of external and internal conflict of the mormons
master s thesis brigham young university 1967
1838
robert kent
1811 1881
18111881

the growth of the mormon church
and the
dissertation indi
indiana
ana university 1957
vol 11 no 4 summer 1971
fielding
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eions
tions of joseph smith and the prophet s reaction to opposition
and the undercurrent of dissension and strife that manifested itself and eventually aborted the whole kirtland experiment the
diary also provides insight into such institutions as the kirtland stake the kirtland safety society the monroe bank
and the organization of the seventies quorums
qu orums equally signific
nificant
ant is the view one obtains of wilford woodruff himself sensing a profound depth of commitment in his writings
this is reflected in his intense drive for knowledge both
spiritual and temporal his unwavering support of joseph
smith his willing service and devotion to the cause of zion
and his eschatalogical
eschatological interpretation of events while not
grammatically polished the style of the diary reflects a sincerity and spiritual forthrightness that illuminates the persona lity and character of one who eventually inherited the
sonality
highest office his church could bestow the following is a
transcription of the forty pages of wilford woodruff s 18361837 diary which are devoted to his six months sojourn
in

kirtland

nov 25th

14 1
sherwood14
I
1836
18361 took the parting hand with elder sherwood
then set out in company with elder smoot15
bard
smoot on foot in a hard
snowstorm for kirtland we came in sight of the temple of the
lord16 before we reached the village & I1 truly felt to rejoice at the
sight as it was the first time that mine eyes ever beheld the house
of the lord built by commandment & revelation we soon entered
the village & 1I spent one of the happiest days of my life at this
time in visiting kirtland & the house of the lord & the presidents
& elders of the church 1I was truly edified to again strike hands
bands
with president joseph smith jr & many other beloved saints of
god who are rolling on the mighty work of god & of israel
after being separated
rated from them for 21
2 21 years & amoung
seperated
sepe
amlung the rest
1I
was filled with joy with the priviledg of again meeting with
parrish17
elder warren parrishl7
Parrish17 & also being made acquainted with his

lord

henry G sherwood had come to kirtland from new york about 1832
he worked on the kirtland temple and was a member of the kirtland high
council in 1837
abraham owen smoot 1815
1895 was born in owen county kent18151895
ucky and was baptized into the church by warren parrish on 22 march
wilford
lford woodruff for a time during woodiford
1835 he was a companion to W
ruff s mission in the southern states in 1835
36
183536
the first such edifice constructed by the latter day saints the kirtland
temple was built between 23 july 1833 and 27 march 1836 at an approximate
cost of 70000
warren parrish had been a missionary companion to wilford woodruff
in the southern states and was an officer in the kirtland bank after being
suspected of embezzlement in 1837 he united with others for the overthrow
of the church
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companion sister parrish
ther is an enjoyment in meeting our
brethren & companions in tribulation that the world knows not
off because it flows from a celestial source after spending a short
time in conversing with my friends a more important scene was now
to open to my view than kings ever saw or princes ever knew in
this generation which was to visit the temple of the lord & its
contents elder smoot and myself visited each appartment
appart ment of the
house accompanied by elder parrish & 1I must confess the scenery is
thresh hold of the house & passed
indisscribable when 1I entered the threshhold
into the lower room their was great solemnity if not awe immediately
overwhelmed me 1I felt indeed as if my footsteps were in the temple
of the lord after walking into the pullets
pulpets erected for the priest
granduke
hoods & viewing the curtains all be speaking that grandure
gran dure solemnity
of wisdom from god could invent we
short
& order that nothing sh
ortof
mumies
then visited the upper rooms & there viewed four egyptian lumies
& also the book of abram written by his own hand & not ownly
icks but also many figures that this precious treasure
the hieroglyphicks
hieroglyph
contains are calculated to make a lasting impression upon the mind
which is not to be erased many other important views 1I was priviac all indileged with in the upper story the school rooms belfry &c
cating great architecture & wisdom we then spent some time in visiting
the bank & printing office but wonder on wonder strikes my sense
to look into the casket of the great work of israels god in these
last days as the prophet exclaims he does things we looked not for
two & a half years since I1 left kirtland with my brethren in their
poverty to go fourth to visit our brethren in tribulation in zion then
our brethren in kirtland were poor despised & even looked upon
by the pomp of babylon with disdain & disgrace who stood waiting
with eager eyes to behold them sink into forgetfulness but how
changed the scene now I1 behold a cheerfulness beaming upon every
countenance that indicates prosperity & the noise of the ax & the
hammer & the sight of their walls & dwellings newly erected & their
bank & market & es specially house of god speaks in language loud
as thunder that the saints will have a city in prosperity in spite of
all the fals prophets of baal or even earth or hell because god
is with them & his temple stands in honor of his kingdom while
babylon begins to wonder & will soon perish we spent the day with
elder parrish word in shorthand 9 mile18
the money I1 expended i expended in my travels from paducah KY
stagees
to kirtland ohio fees aboard steam boats & stagers
stagees board lodgings
ac was 1665
21.65 in all
16.65 also 1I paid 500
&c
2165
5.00 for a cloak making 2165
500
26th NOV 1I visited president & doct
cowdery19
cowdery9199 at the printing office
doat Cowdery
& made a general settlement with them for the M & advocate for
president woodruff s shorthand appears to be a kind of pitman shorthand but we have not found anyone to date who can read it
1806 1850 was born at wells vermont he met
oliver cowdery 18061850
joseph smith in 1829 during the translation of the book of mormon he went
to missouri in 1831 and after the destruction of the church printing press
in jackson county in 1833 returned to kirtland where he was appointed to
take charge of the printing office he assisted in directing the affairs of the
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the subscribers of the south
paid them 4150
41.50 for the M
4150
receieved
eved som
between us 1I receleved
recel
parrisher
don to elder parrishes
Parris hes house

nov 29th

I1 gave 9 new subscribers to them &

setteled
led all matters
advocate which settelen
sette
counsel from presidents smith & rig& spent the day in writing
&

upon this lords

day elder smoot & myself accompanied
compa nied elder parrish to the house of the lord for the first
time to behold the congregation of the saints assembled within its
walls for the purpose of worshiping god it was truly an interesting
scene it brought a lengthy catalogue of transactions contemplations &
experience of this
experience of my youth to my to my mind & the experiance
day fulfilled many things of a spiritual nature which I1 had looked
for a number of years which I1 viewed as promises of god
after 1I entered the house & was seated 1I cast my eyes upon the
apanged in order for the high priest I1 beheld the patriarch
pulpits aranged
pulket & president joseph
joseph smith sen standing in the upper pulpet
smith jr & elder carter in the second one & in the third elders
parley & orson pratt & W parrish was seated soon elder carter
arose & opened meeting by prayer & then preached the gospel unto
us & was followed by president joseph smith jr when meeting was
dissmissed & after an intermishion
dissmissed
intermission
intermishion of an hour we again met in the
house of the lord & 1I was called into the stand in company with
elder smoot & requested me to preach to the people 1I opened by
prayer & read the LVI chapter of isaiah & made some brief remarks
upon the same & gave a sketch of my travels in the south 1I was
then followed by elder smoot after he closed I1 was blessed with
privi leage of communing with a multitude of saints in the
the privileage
house of the lord assembled together from the the east west north
& south many with whom 1I had been intimately acquainted I1 truly
ed unto me by
felt to thank god that his promises had been verifyed
verify
verified
giving me a seat & a name within his house & within his walls word
in shorthand as of sons & of daughters their was four confirmed
after the sacrament under the hands of elder 0 hide president J
27

smith addressed the congragation
congregation
night with elder W parrish

&

the meeting closed spent the

29 spent the day in writing wrote two letters one to my parents &
the other to brother asahel woodruff

led with elder reynolds cahoon20
settelen
setteled
Sette
cahoon20 for the subscriptions
put into my hands by the saints of the south country for the building
30

1I

church in kirtland during joseph smith s absence with zion s camp in
1834
a brother of
doat cowdery was warren A cowdery 1788
doct
1851
17881851
oliver he came to kirtland in 1836 and was a scribe for the prophet and
also editor of the messenger and advocate
the latter day saints messenger and advocate was a church periodical
published in kirtland between october 1834 and september 1837 oliver
cowdery and john whitmer also served as editors
1861 was a counselor to bishop newel K
reynolds cahoon 1790
17901861
whitney at kirtland he was born in cambridge new york and was a
veteran of the war of 1812 he affiliated with mormonism in october 1830
and went to missouri in 1831 after returning to kirtland in 1832 he was
appointed to the committee to oversee the building of the kirtland temple
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of the house of the lord in kirtland ohio 1I paid him one dollar which
was all the back money that was due this made 9175
cts that 1I had
91.75
9175 acts
the charge of that I1 forwarded for the house I1 also purchase a
pratt2l for
smud
smudged
latten grammer of elder P pratt21
gedl I1 am now expecting to enter upon a course of study may the lord open my way
in temporal & spiritual things that I1 may be uspul
usful in my day & genrece ieve a crown of
eration have a good warfare keep the faith & receieve
glory

repaired to the house of the lord whare father smith22
met a number of saints to pronounce upon them a patriarchal blessing
this was the first meeting of the kind that 1I ever attended & 1I
found it to be highly edefying
edifying & interesting as their was great &
glorious things pronounced upon their heads by the spirit of prophesy
parrisher
Parris hes acompanied
accompanied by
& revelation spent the evening at elder parrishes
brother joseph smith which was an interesting interview
23
ff23
woodruff23
and I1 wrote a letter to br azmon woodru
it being the
dec 2nd
Woodruff
first communication between us for two years 1I also wrote a letter to
24 at Oweng
owengton
ton owen county KY
col joseph rowlett24
owington
Rowlett
3rd
ard traded with brother bump25 in goods 1289
12.89
1289

dec ist

4th sunday 1I went up to the house of the lord to worship elder
ath
parish preached in the forepart of the day several spoke in the
latter part of the day president RIGDON called a vote of the
church to discountenance the use in tirely of all liquors from the
church in sickness & in health except wine at the sacraments & for
external washing the vote was carried eunanimously 1I spent the night
with elder parrish
5th
ath this monday morning in company with elder smoot 1I entered
26 & commenced studying the
00126
school26
the sch
School
latten grammer under the
instruction of professor haws 1I commenced boarding also this
parley parker pratt
was a native of burlington new
1807 1857
18071857
york following his baptism in 1830 he performed a mission to western
missouri and returned to ohio in 1831 he was in missouri again when
mormons were driven from jackson county in 1833 following his
the cormons
appointment to the council of the twelve in 1835 he was engaged in
missionary activity in the eastern states and canada
ajoseph
2joseph
1840 the father of the prophet was the patriarch
joseph smith sr 1771
17711840
to the church
2the
athe
the eldest brother of wilford woodruff azmon was born 29 novemberr 1802
21
21joseph
joseph W rowlett was born
bom in kentucky in 1799 and was a relative of
abraham 0 smoot
jacob bump a native of silver creek new york was the chief mason
of the kirtland temple who did the plastering of the inside of the temple
gheber
2heber C kimball noted that schools were initiated for the use of the
heber
elders and others some studied grammar and other branches we also employed the celebrated hebrew teacher mr seixas who gave us much insight
in a short time into that language the first presidency the twelve the
bishops high councillors and elders and church had been previously commanded to seek learning and study the best books and get a knowledge of
ac which inspired us with an untiring thirst
counties kingdoms languages &c
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morning with brother bond27 at
dollars in advance

6789.10
678910

2

dollars per week 1I paid him

10

spent in school in the evening of the 10 1I wrote
two letters one to elder alexander & the other to sister M atkinson
both in tenn
1I

an interview with priest turpin28
turpin28 1I went
up to the house of god to worship & 0 what a meeting may it be
printed upon my heart as a memorial forever for on this day the
god of israel sharply reproved this stake of zion kirtland through
the prophets & apostles for all our sins & backslidings & also a
timely warning that we may escape the judgments of god that otherwise will fall upon us even the case of the travels of the camp of
the saints from kirtland to zion in 1834 was presented to us for
an example finishes sentence in shorthand
spent the past week in school in
in the lords house

lith sunday morning after

sunday I1 went up to the house of the lord to worship sermon
smith29 elder joseph young30 admin
delivered by elder william sm1th29
adain
18

after knowledge
the journal and record of heber chase kimball
pp 3435
1835 ap
34 35 MS HDC
the school attended by wilford woodruff on this occasion was the
kirtland high school which met in the attic story of the temple under the tutelage of HM hawes esq professor of greek and latin the school numbers
from one hundred and thirty five to one hundred and forty students divided
into three departments where mathematics common arithmetic geography
english grammar writing and reading are taught and the juvenile department the last two having each an assistant instructor the school commenced in november and on the first wednesday in january the several
classes passed a public examination in presence of the trustees of the school
parents and guardians and their progress in study was found of the highest
order
joseph smith history of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints ed B H roberts 7 vols salt lake city deseret book co 1948
2474 75 hereafter designated HC
247475
one student at the kirtland high school reported studying whelphey
Wh elphey s
whelpley
compend of history kirkham s grammar olney s geography and jacobs
latin grammar the school was in three departments the first or juveniles
were taught by elias smith the more advanced by marcellus F cowdery and
professor haws taught the classics
memoirs of geo A smith ap
pp 8788 MS HDC
27
probably ira bond
who was born in caldwell new
1798 1887
17981887
jersey after moving to mendon new york bond was converted to mormonism by his townsman joseph young he bought thirty nine acres of
land in kirtland in may 1834 and was chosen to preside over the deacons
in january 1836 he assisted in building the kirtland temple and was a
member of the kirtland safety society
2jesse
jesse turpin 18161854
1816 1854 was born in stewart county tennessee he
was converted shortly after the organization of the church
1811 1893
a younger brother of joseph smith was
william smith 18111893
among the early members of the church william accompanied zion s camp
in 1834 and was appointed to the council of the twelve in february 1835
joseph young 17971881
was the elder brother of brigham young
1797 1881
hopkinson
Hop kinton massachusetts and later became a methodist
he was born in hopkinton
preacher he was introduced to mormonism by brigham in 1832 after
serving with zion s camp he was selected as one of the presidents of the
first quorum of seventy in 1835
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solumnized the
the sacrament president joseph smith jr columnized
rights of matrimony at candle light 1I preached at mr gaytons
daytons &
was followed by elder smoot & nobles31
Nobles31
bistered
istered

was spent in school 1I commenced studying the GREEK
GRAMMER on monday the 19th dec 1836
20
19
1920

at

lord12 for a meetcandle light 1I repaired to the house of the lord32
ing with the quorum of the seventies the third seventies had been
chosen & the business of this meeting was to organize them & ordain them but as they were not all present they were not all ordained or organized their was 27 twenty seven of the third seventy
ordained to the high priesthood & as members of the third seventy elder abram 0 smoot was among the number ordained to
the third seventy which fulfilled what 1I pronounced upon his head
by the testimony of JESUS on the 30th of june while in tenn see
june 30th 1836 the above mentioned were ordained under the
hands of presidents aldrich 33 young & coltrin 34 we had an interesting meeting much of the spirit of prophecy was poured out upon
those presidents while ordaining the third seventy they proclaimed
great & marvelous things upon their heads president young had
visions while performing this ordinance
20

22 1I attended prayer meeting in the house of the

lord at night

24 spent the past week in school
25 sunday went up to the house of
cours from brother samuel smith35

god to worship & herd a dis
brother hiram smith36 braak
broak

a member of the first quorum of
joseph bates noble 1810
1900
18101900
Eg remont massachusetts he was converted
degremont
seventy in kirtland was born in egremont
to mormonism in 1832 and was a member of zions camp
in addition to the kirtland high school that met in the kirtland
temple other activities also transpired there
in the evenings the singers
met under the direction of elders luman carter and jonathan crosby jun
who gave instruction in the principles of vocal music on monday evenings
the quorum of high priests meet in the west room of the attic story where
they transact the business of their particular quorum on tuesday evenings
the seventies occupy the same room on wednesday evenings the rooms are
occupied by the quorum of elders and on thursday evening a prayer meeting is held in the lower part of the house free to all though generally
conducted by the patriarch joseph smith sen the twelve the high council and other quorums generally meet each week to transact business
HC

2474 75
247475

hazen aldrich was an early convert to the church a member of zions
camp and in 1836 was serving as a president of the first quorum of

seventy

was one of the presidents of the first
zebedee coltrin 1804
1887
18041887
quorum of seventy in kirtland he was born in ovid new york and
joined the church shortly after its organization he had accompanied zions
camp and was a member of the kirtland safety society
1844
a younger brother of joseph
samuel harrison smith
18081844
1808
lri
smith was present at the organization of the church iri
in 1830 he was a
member of the high council at kirtland and active in missionary work in
1835 1836
18351836
1844 was an older brother of joseph smith
18001844
hyrum smith 1800
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bread which closed the meeting elder smoot was quite sick & healed
by the laying on of hands

dec 27th met at the house of the lord at candle light with the
quorum of the seventies their was about one hundred elders of israel
presant of 12&3rd seventy it is expected the seventies will meet every
tuesday evening through the winter for the purpose of worshiping
god & sanctifying
ing themselves before him elder smoot was again
sanctify
taken sick

Principly spent in taking care of elder smoot
principle
31st was principly
who was confined to his bed with the scariot fever at the house of
brother bonds in kirtland on the 31st of DEC being the last day
of 1836 1I aranged
apanged the account of my journals & recorded the same
in the following manner thus ends the year 1836 which hath
quickly passed with its report into ETERNITY
282930
282950
2829.30
282930 &

itravled
travled
trailed six thousand five hundred & fifty seven miles 6557
iheld
2nd
and I1 sheld
heid one hundred & fifty three meetings
held
153
I1 1attended
4
attended four conferences
4
& held four debates
1I planted one branch of the church
3rd
27
ard I1 ibaptized
baptized twenty seven persons
1I confirmed
armed
27
ordained two elders three priests one teacher & two
4th
ath 1I iordained
8
deacons
1I esstablished 2 preaching places
5th
19
ath 1I attended to the ordinance of blessing nineteen children
des
eases under my hands
diseases
4
6th
ath their was four persons healed of deseases
7th
ath 1I procured twenty two subscribers for the M & ad
22
1I also procured seventy dollars for the M & ad
70
8th
ath 1I gave six dollars & procured eighty five more for the
building of the house of the lord in kirtland
91
34
9th
ath 1I wrote thirty four letters
7
& receieved seven letters
1loth
oth 1I had three mobs come together against me but always
del
deliverd
as yet delivered
iverd from their hands
3

ist

I1

the

before mentioned is an account of the most conspicuous part
proceedings
of my Proc
procedings
edings during the year of 1836 which has gone into
eternity with its report as the year before it hath done & as the one
following & all others must do 0 time how swift & how precious
thou art how great the events that are bourn upon thy wings ess
specially
ally in the dispensation of the fullness of times 1836 is gone it
pecially
peci
cannot be recalled europe hath began to tremble at thy departure
the endowment of the latter day saints hath bspake a god in
israel & is sufficient to show that though the heavens & earth pass
away the word of god spake through the prophets must all be fulfilled it is true that the thoughts of man may now retrace his footsteps through 1836 that is past but who can tell whare the end of
1837 will leave him yea that important year that is mounting the
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wheels of time to stand upon the stage of exhistance to do its perfect work will not its gigantic operations & its magnus works stand
Ar
of heaven as great events will this gentile genarchiever
upon the archieves
chieves
eration still sleep in this late hour if so sleep on & take thy rest
which is short for thy end is come & the day hath broke that israel
must be awoke from his slumber for the last time & prepare himself
for the bridegroom then let 1837 finish its work with speed &
let its departure say who hath gone to the tomb & what kingdom
overturned & what kingdom esstablished & may god grant that 1837
may report as she departs that zion & her stakes indicates that god
rules in her midst with POWER STRENGTH & GLORY thus
ends the year of 1836
THE THIRD BOOK OF WILLFORD
WlL
wil LFORD FOR 1837

0 lord

in the name of jesus christ thy son to look
upon thy servant willford who now occupies a place in kirtland
this first stake of zion which thou hast appointed in this last disfulness of times for the gathering of thy saints 0
pensation
pensa tion & falness
god of israel inspire the heart & pen of thy servant at this time
& hear & answer the petition which he will put up unto thee at this
time & remember the covenant which thy servant willford will make
with thee at this time 0 mighty god of jacob 0 lord thou hast
spared my life to behold the commencem
commenced of 1837 may my life
health & strength be precious in thy sight through the year wilt
thou save me by thy grace from all sin & the powers of temptation
which try the souls of men wilt thou give me favor during this
year with god & the saints wilt thou bless me while in school &
in meeting with the quorum of the seventies & while attending all
other meetings in kirtland for divine worship 0 lord if it be
thy will give me the privilege of recording in this years journal
anno inting &
great blessing pronounced upon my head from mine annointing
from under the hands of the patriarch JOSEPH & an account of
great visions & the opening of the heavens & the revelation of
JESUS CHRIST unto me that I1 may be a special witness of thee
0 lord & may I1 also have the administering of holy angels that
1I may be tought
fought of the eternal things of the priesthood if 1I am
called to preach thy word this year may I1 be bless with souls for
my hire if 1I visit my kinsman wilt thou make me an instrument
of bringing them into thy celestial kingdom & 1I covenant with thee
heavenly FATHER to go & come at thy bidding 1I ask the above
blessings through the priesthood in the name of JESUS CHRIST
AMEN
jan 3rd
ard at early candle light 1I repaired to the house of the lord
in company with elder milton holmes for the purpose of meeting
with the quorum of the seventies president aldrich opened the meeting by prayer & after a few appropriate remarks from president coltrin
about twenty of the third seventy was ordained to the high priesthood & as members of the third seventy under the hands of the
above named presidents after these were ordained elder M holms
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& myself was called upon by the presidents to come for ward to
be ordained as members of the first seventy elders of israel to bear

the name of jesus to the nations of the earth the first seventy
was chosen out of the CAMP that went up to zion for the redemption of it & the saints in the spring of 1834 but as we were not
present when the first seventy was chosen we was afterwards chosen
in the second quorum see may 31th 1836 in this journal but
there being two vacancies in the firs quorum we were chosen to fill
them president aldrich ordained elder holmes to this appointment
& pronounced great blessings upon his head president Z coltrin
ordained me as a member of the first seventy & pronounced great
blessings upon my head by the spirit of prophecy & revelation some
of them I1 will mention which are as follows THAT my enemies
Pri sions & chains & that I1 would rend the prisions
may confine me in prisions
pri sions
& chains in twain in the name of JESUS CHRIST & that the lord
would give me great power knowledg & wisdom & faith so that
I1 should heal the sick caus the blind to see the lame to leap as an
heart the deaf to hear stop the mouths of lions & rase the dead to
life & waft myself as did Philip
philip3737 from river to river from sea
Con tinant for the purpose of preaching
continuant
Con
tinant to continant
to sea & from continuant
continant
the gospel of jesus christ & that I1 should stand before kings &
princes & that they would send for me to receieve
rece ieve wisdom knowledge
& instruction at my mouth because they considered me wiser than
themselves in like manner as the egyptians sought wisdom at the
hand of JOSEPH and that god would give me a multiplicity of
blessings that I1 should preach to the nations of the earth & to the inhabitants upon the islands of the sea & that 1I should then return
& stand upon mount zion in the flesh even in jackson county
missouri at the cumming of christ & that 1I should be bought
cought up to
meet him in the clouds of heaven for he said this was the word of
god unto me & also that 1I should visit COLUB dolob
kolob & preach
prision & that 1I should bring all of my friends or
to the spirits in parision
relatives forth from the terrestrial kingdom who had
bad died by the
power of the gospel these & many other blessings were pronounced
upon my head & further said that 1I should be annointed & my life
sealed unto me & that their would be still greater blessing pronounced upon my head 1I felt much of the power of god rest upon me
in this ordinance & bear witness of the truth of the above

proclamation
proclamtion

jan 4th
ath 1I met in company with the high school of kirtland38
kirtland38 in

the house of the lord for the purpose of a public examination it
being the last day of the first quarter the examination lasted about
three hours then after an intermission of one hour we again repaired
to the house & herd an interesting lecture deliverd
delivered
del iverd on education
by professer haws we have now a vacation of four weeks & the
next term will then commence
see acts 839
see note 26 above
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5th
ath 1I repaired to the house of the lord for a prayer meeting at 2
0 clock PM we had a good time one man gave us an account of
the general gathering of israel in the gift of tongues 1I interpreted
the substance of the same
39 & saw the
38
society38
6th
ath 1I visited the office of the kirtland safety society39
Society
first money that was issued by the treasurer or society it was given
to brother bump in exchange for other notes who was the first
to circulate it I1 also herd president joseph smith jr declare in the
presence of F williams 40 D whitmer 41 S smith W parrish &
others in the deposit office that he had receieved that morning the
word of the lord upon the subject of the kirtland safety society
he was alone in a room by himself & he had not ownly the voice of
audable voice he did not
the spirit upon the subject but even an addable
tell us at that time what the LORD said upon the subject but remarked that if we would give heed to the commandments the lord
had given this morning all would be well may the lord bless brother
joseph with all the saints & support the above named institution &
protect it so that every weapen
broaden
deapen formed against it may be broaken
& come to nought while the kirtland safety society shall become
the greatest of all institutions on EARTH
42
Woodruff ff42
jan 6 wrote a letter to brother asahel H woodru

sunday went up to the house of the lord to worship we had
an interesting meeting their was about fifteen hundred people asdelivered from the aaronic priestsembled their was two discourses deliverd
13
hood one from councellor Knight 43
& the other from priest willey44
Willey44
priest willey had much of the spirit of god in preaching to the
8

the kirtland

safety society was organized on 2 november 1836 in
order to strengthen the economic struc
ture
structure
turt of the saints at kirtland by forming a banking institution titled the kirtland safety society anti banking company the society was managed by thirty two directors the failure of the
bank during the economic collapse of 1837 was one of the contributing factors
to the demise of the kirtland stake
1842
born in suffield connectifrederick granger williams 1787
17871842
cut was baptized in october 1830 and immediately left on a mission to
missouri he served as a scribe to joseph smith and in march 1833 was
named second counselor in the first presidency he was a member of the
committee to arrange the interior of the kirtland temple and assisted in establishing
tab lishing the printing business there he accompanied zion s camp as paymaster
1888 met joseph smith in new york in 1828
david whitmer 1805
18051888
during the writing of the book of mormon he moved to missouri in 1831
mormons driven from jackson county in 1833 he was one
and was with the cormons
of the presidents of the church in missouri
following the death of wilford woodruff s mother on 11 june 1808
his father married azubah hart on 9 november 1810 asahel H woodruff was the second child of this marriage born 11 april 1814
1842
a druggist was a counselor to bishop
18041842
vinson knight 1804
Perrys burg new
newel K whitney at kirtland he came to kirtland from perrysburg
york arid
arld
and was a member of the kirtland safety society
possibly jeremiah willey 1804
born in northfield new jersey
who was a member of the kirtland safety society
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sherman45 sung in the gift of
church after breaking bread elder sherman45
tongues & proclaimed great & marvelous things while clothed upon
arst time after
by the power & spirit of god elder smoot for the first
his sickness also attended meeting 1I spent the evening with priest
turpin at bishop whitneys46 had a vary happy time in speaking singinterpeting tongues & in prayer with the family
ing hearing & interpreting
10

tuesday evening 1I met in the house of the lord with the quorum

of the seventies their was about 12 ordained of the third seventy under
the hands of elder shermon we had a spiritual meeting elder brigham young one of the twelve gave us an interesting exhortation &
warned us not to murmer against moses or joseph or the heads
of the church

wrote two letters one to A B willson & smudged other to
brother levi Tailor
tallor 47
Thomas48 the other to
12 wrote two letters one to brother daniel thomas48
11

I1

simeon hendricks
14

wrote two letters one to wright akeman in the arkansas

&

the other to david cranshaw

sunday attended meeting in the house of the lord president rigdon preached in the spirit & exhorted the church to union that they
might be prepared to meet every trial & difficulty that awates
abates them
15

16th
jan lath
l6th elder abram 0 smoot was again attacked by the destroyer
dis stress we immediately called
which brought him upon a bed of great disstress
upon the elders of the church viz elders 0 hide & H C kimble of
the twelve & B nobles M holmes & myself of the first seventy we
prayed with & for him & lade hands upon him according to the
scriptures & he was immediately healed of his pain & fever shorthand
17th met at candle light with the quorums of the seventies & was
favored with a lecture from president david whitmer he warned us
to humble ourselves before god lest his hand rest upon us in anger
for our pride & many sins that we were runing into in our days of
Nep hites did & it does now appear evident
prosperity as the ancient nephites
that a scourge awates
abates this stake of zion even kirtland if their is not
great repentance immediately & almost every countenance indicates
the above expectation es specially the heads of the church see dec
lith 1836 may the lord in mercy enable us to meet every event
with resignation
born in monkton vermont was a
1804
18041839
1839
president of the first quorum of seventy and a member of the kirtland
safety society
newel knight whitney 1795
1850 joined the church in november
17951850
1830 and was appointed bishop of the church at kirtland newel was engaged in the mercantile business in kirtland
47
levi taylor was a member of the church in henry county kentucky
1876 was a member of the church in sumdaniel thomas 1803
18031876
ner county tennessee

lyman royal sherman
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20th wrote a letter with brother kimble to brother thomas B
marsh49 in zion
22nd sunday went up to the house of the lord to worship elder
page occupied the former part of the day with an interesting
john E page50
province
relation of his travels for the last eight months in the profince
profince of
uper canida he stated that he in company with elders james blakesaper
ley & harris had baptized 267 persons he also gave an account of
his persecutions &c
ac which he had to endure the latter part of the
day was occupied by elders kimble & green51 & of communion also
at candle light 1I herd an interesting discourse from elders PP pratt
& JE page at brother bosleys52 elder pratt also warned us to humble
ourselves before god & feed the poor & clothe the needy & put away
all our sins lest judgment overtake us speedily
spedily

jan 23rd As elder abram 0 smoot hath been much out of health since
he hath been in kirtland he desired to return home into the south
country to spend the winter in a warm climate with his friends 1I
ate in the office of a scribe
office
officiate
accompanied him to father smiths to officeate

while he receieved his patriarchal blessing accordingly the patriarch
JOSEPH SMITH sen pronounced his blessing upon his head in the
name of the LORD & 1I wrote it down for him it was truly a great
blessing we had it recorded & 1I gave elder smoot a copy of it in
print that he might take it home with him as he was expecting to
leave the day following

took the pains to

elder smoot to settle his business in
kirtland which took up the major part of the day 1I met at candle
24th

assist

light in the house of the lord with the quorum of the seventies we
had an interesting interview their was several ordained under the
hands of president silvester smith53 to the third seventy then we
herd two lengthy discourses one from elder JE page and the other
from elder PP pratt which was interesting in the first degree the
meeting closed but little before midnight we had been threatened
ganesville
Panes ville to visit us that night & demolish our bank
by a mob from panesville
1866
A native of acton massachusetts thomas baldwin marsh 1799
17991866
was baptized in 1830 and became physician to the church he journeyed to
kirtland in the spring of 1831 and during the next five years was engaged
in missionary work in missouri and the east
50john E page
john
1799 1867 was born in trenton new york he was
17991867
baptized in 1833 and arrived in kirtland in 1835 he became a member of
the council of the twelve in 1838 but later left the church
was a member of the kirtland high
john P greene 17931844
1793 1844
council he had joined the church in april 1832 and moved to ohio in october he had spent part of 1836 engaged in missionary work and soliciting
funds for the kirtland temple he returned to kirtland on 15 september
probably william bosley a member of the second quorum of seventy
who had worked on the kirtland temple bosley left kirtland on 9 may 1837
with erastus snow on a mission to the new england states
sylvester smith joined the church at an early date and was actively engaged in missionary work he was a member of zion s camp and the first
high council organized at kirtland in 1834 in 1835 he was appointed one
of the presidents of the first quorum of seventy
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they did not appeare
appeared but the wrath of our
enemies appears to be kindled against us this in part is the scourge
that hath awated
abated us but may the lord show us mercy & deliver
us from the hand of our enemies for christ sake

6 take our property but

25th took the parting hand with elder A 0 smoot & he started
on his journey may the lord bless him & enable him to reach his
friends in peace at early candlelight the heavens began to show
forth the signs in fulfillment of the prophecy of JOEL recorded in
2nd chap 30th vers of the book of joel the clouds of fire &
the and
anise in the NE & reached unto the NW which
blood began to arise
principly
principle
princi ply covered the horizon the reflection of the clouds upon the
earth which was covered with snow presented a vary red appearance
it commenced at 6 oclock & continued untill 10 or past shorthand

jan 27th wrote a letter for elder M holmes
28th 1I attended a court with the quorum of the seventies to settle a
54 &
stratten54
difficulty between elder hiram stratten
Bishop55 elder holmes
IH bishop55
and myself was chosen among the counsellors
coun sellors elder stratten ac
knowledged
knowledgd his faults & was restored
29th sunday 1I met at elder JP greens at 9 AM in company with
7 others to act as bearers to convey the corps of sister mary boyingdelivered
ton to the house of the lord whare a funeral sermon was deliverd
del iverd
by elder PP pratt the latter part of the day was spent in communion & addresses from presidents 0 cowdery & J smith jr
JOSEPH blessed us in the name of the lord & said if we would be
faithful we should rise above our imbarresments & be delivered from
the hands of our enemies
30 spent the day in writing wrote a peace for the messenger &
56
vocate56
vocate

ad

31st met in the house of the lord at 10 oclock AM & herd an address
from presidents J smith jr & S rigdon on the temporal business
of the church & petitioned for a charter to the assembly of the
state for the kirtland safety society & the presidency of the church
bought the monroe charter57
charter57 & we all lent a hand in esstablishing it
harn
a native of Wind
harr county vermont had
hiram stratton 1812
windharr
windhair
been a member of zion s camp and was named to the first quorum of seventy

in february 1835
isaac H bishop was a member of the kirtland safety society
woodruffe article entitled for we walk by faith not by sight apwoodruffs
peared in the february 1837 issue of the messenger and advocate
the bank at monroe michigan had been organized under a legislative
act approved on 29 march 1827 with john anderson josiah wendell robert
clarke oliver johnson charles J lanman dan B miller and harry conant
as its directors
stock was fixed at 100000 with an option to increase to
500000 provided 12 percent should be paid at time of subscription the
bank issued currency to the amount of 50000 in common with many other
financial institutions the bank of monroe failed in 1837 evidence of mormon connection with the bank of monroe is seen on notes in the historical
department of the church that contain the signature of 0 cowdery
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benificial to us in forwarding the building of the
that it might be beneficial
temporal kingdom
again commenced school confining myself to the
language mostly

feb ist

1I

5th
ath sunday spent the day in the house of the

latin

lord in worship

12th sunday spent the day in the lords house communed with the
saints

feb 19th 1I repaired to the house of the lord

in the midst
of the congregation of the saints whare 1I beheld president JOSEPH
SMITH jr arise in the stand & for several hours addressed the saints
in the power of god joseph had been absent from kirtland on
business for the church though not half as long as moses was in the
shird up in their hearts & some were against
mount & many were stird
him as the israelites were against moses but when he arose in the
power of god in their midst as moses did anciently they were put
to silence for the complainers saw that he stood in the power of a
prophet 0 how weak is man
& stood

26 sunday president joseph smith jr again addressed the congregation
of the saints in the power and spirit of god

march ist 1I spent in school this is my birthday brining me to
30 thirty years of age how fleet is time
4 saturday 1I spent in school during the day 1I was called to lay
rwoods son that was sick with the plurify
She
sherwoods
hands upon elder sherwoode
plurisy
sy he
pluri
was deaf and dumb he was healed of his sickness
VERA

AMICITIA
4

thou

5

sunday wrote a letter to my friends in the east

scenes of life how variant how tr ancient

principly spent in school 1I
22 the last seventeen days have been principle
have attended some interesting meetings during the time

march 24th 1I left school under view of spending some time in
studying history & preparing for the endowment
march 23rd 1I repaired to the house of the lord at an early hour
in the morning to spend the day in prayer and fasting with the
saints in kirtland as this was a day set apart for that purpose immediately after entering the house in company with several other
elders 1I went within the veil and we bowed down before the lord
in the aronic stand & offerd
efferd a morning sacrifice & the spirit of
god rested upon us with joy to our souls 1I was called upon by the
patriarch JOSEPH to read a chapter in the book of mormon I1
then read the third chapter of the book of jacob which contains the parable of the tame olive tree likend
likens unto the house
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of israel as was spake by the prophet zenos the same god that
touched isaiahs
isaials lips with hallowed fire gave zenos great wisdom in
setting forth this parable after 1I had made some brief remarks upon
the subject the congregation took their seats for the services of the
day in the following order the house being divided into four
parts by veils the females occupied two parts & the males the
others some of the presidency presided in each appartment
appart ment the
time was taken up during the day in each appartment
appart ment in singing
exhortation
exor
exortation
tation & prayer some had a tongue others an interpretation
interpetation &
all was in order the power of GOD rested upon the people the gifts
were poured out upon us some had the administering of angels & the
countenancer of the sants at 4
image of GOD sat upon the countenances
oclock PM the veils were all rolled up together which brough the
whole congregation in full view of each other and while the presence
of the LORD filled the house the congregation of the saints fell upon
their knees & all as one man vocally poured forth rejoicing supplication & prayer before the god of israel which closed the services
of the day after contributing for the support of the poor 3
lines in shorthand
march 26th sunday communed with the saints in the fore part of the
day in the latter part elder W parrish preached the funeral sermon
of sister pratt58 the wife of elder pppratt
PPP ratt one of the twelve who
died march 25th 1837
march 27th 1I signed 50 fifty dollars for the building of the
house of the lord in zion the subscription list was in the hands of
groves59
elder elisha H groves59
2nd attended worship in the lords house upon this sabbath
april and

I1 have spent the time for several days past in perusing the
outlines of ancient and modern HISTORY on a new plan by rev
royal robbins it strikes the reflecting mind with deep sensibility
to contemplate the scenery of the rise progress decline & fall of the
nations and kingdoms of the earth from the days of ADAM untill
1837 years after christ and it is equally interesting to contemplate
the day that is now at hand & hath already began in fulfillment of
ancient prophecy in bringing the church of christ out of the wilderness in esstablishing israel upon those lands by a theocratical government in fulfillment of the covenants god made with abram isaac
& jacob As this hath began in my day & 1I am called to act a part
in the work by being planted with the first seventy elders of israel
to become a special witness of jesus crist to all nations 1I need much

day

faith fortitude holiness & wisdom may the lord enable me not to
seek honour from man but god & be faithful in clearing my garments
of the blood of gentile & jew and do honour to the HOLY priestawaiteth
hood & the annointing
teth me
Anno inting that now awai
thankful halsey pratt died while giving birth to a child she was born

march 1797 and married parley P pratt on 9 september 1827
elisha hurd groves 1797
1867 was born in madison county kent17971867
ucky
18
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column
arided for the preperations
preparations for the solumn
3rd the day had now arived
april ard

assembly the annointing
Annointing & the endowment of the elders of israel or
at least for those that were not endowed in kirtland the strong hold
of the daughter of zion in the spring of 1836 & as I1 was absent at
that time my day is now come & my time at hand for those blessings
& 1I shall record the events of each day of the endowment for the benefit of the generation to come 1I upon this third day of april met in
the house of the lord with a number of the seventies to receiev counsel respecting our washing & anointing I1 was appointed with elder
meeks60 to visit president FG williams & have the perfumes &
G meeks6o
oil prepared against the day following 1I considered it a privilege to
wait upon the elders of israel in this thing that we might become
the annointed of the lord according to the words of the poet &
the revelations of JESUS CHRIST

well

wash and be washed and with oil be anointed
withal not omit the washing of feet
th his PENNY appointed
receive
for he that receiveth
wheat61
he arvest of wheat6l
must surely be clean at the hearvest

after attending to the

duties above spoken 1I repaired to a room in
company with elder meeks & priest J turpin to attend to our first
washing after washing our bodies from head to foot in soap &
watter we then washed ourselves in clear watter next in perfumed
spirits the spirit of god was with us & we had a spiritual time we
spent the evening with several elders in prayer before god & the
power of god rested upon us

met at the house of elder hales62
hales62 at one oclock PM
haies
in company with twenty three elders president joseph young making
one of the number for the purpose of attending to the ordinance of
washing the body with clean watter & perfumes that our bodies might
be prepared for the anointing president young opened the meeting
ceded to the ordinance myself & elder GW
by prayer we then pro
preceded
meeks were the first washed under the hands of president joseph
young we then assisted president young in washing our brethren
the elders much of the spirit of god rested upon us 1I washed &
perfumed the bodies of a number of my brethren & the interview
closed after expressing our feelings to each other we again met together in the quorum of the seventies at the upper part of the lords
receieve
ieve our anointing the quorums
house at early candle light to rece

ath
april 4th

1I

garland W meeks was ordained a seventy 20 december 1836 by joseph
young in kirtland
this is the fourth stanza of the song the spirit of god like a fire
Is burning written by william W phelps that was sung at the dedication
of the kirtland temple in march 1836
1846 was born in bradford massachusetts
18001846
jonathan H hale 1800
he was converted to the church in dover new hampshire in 1834 and
journeyed to kirtland ohio he labored as a missionary with members of
the council of the twelve in the eastern states and returned to kirtland with
his family in july 1836 he assisted in building the kirtland temple and was
a member of the third quorum of seventy
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of the deacons teachers & priest occupied one apartment the elders
another & the seventies the third each quorums met for the anointing
three of the presidents met with the seventies viz H aldrich J
young and Z coultrin
trin opened the meeting by
Coul
trin president Coul
coultrin
coaltrin
coaltrin
prayer & after conversing plainly to those who were to be anointed
they preceded
pro ceded to business the presidency consecrated the oil before
god that it might be holy the person to be anointed then took a
seat & the presidency then laid hands upon his head & consecrated
him unto god & then anointed him in the name of the lord & pronounced such blessings upon his his head as the testimony of jesus
shall direct which is the spirit of prophecy we had a glorious season
column ordinance of the house of the lord there were
indeed in this solumn
Coul trin the
coaltrin
fifteen annointed in our quorum mostly by president coultrin
power of god rested upon us president coultrin
Coul
trin anointed me & the
coaltrin
following are some of the blessing that he pronounced upon my head
while clothed upon by the spirit & power of god viz that god
would bless me with all the powers of the priesthood & give me a
multiplicity of blessings that kings would tremble upon their thrones
at my word that I1 should become a counsellor & multitudes should
seek counsel at my mouth & 1I should have great wisdom & power to fly
travled by the spirit that
through the midst under heaven as philip trailed
I1 should have power over my enemies & have long life & bring many
into the kingdom of god also that I1 should have the riches of
the earth & that I1 should have sons & consecrate them priests unto
god in zion & that I1 should tread upon the ashes of my enemies
in jackson county those that had sought to take my life & the life of
my brethren that went to redeem zion & he also sealed upon my
head all the blessing that had previously been pronounced upon me
& thes blessing were sealed upon my head with a loud amen from
all of the anointed present in the name of jesus christ much of
the power & spirit of god & a sens of the virtue of the ordinance
rested upon me may god enable me to possess those blessing & obvish ions that have been promised me in this & other solumn
column
tain those vishions
ordinances & keep me from dishonouring my anointing & the
holy priesthood for christ sake amen
the interview closed about 10 oclock PM 1I then repaired into
the lower court of the lords house in company with elders joseph
B nobles & gwmeeks
GW Meeks to spend the night after being anointed in
prayer & fasting before god the vales being closed we entered the
elders pulpit & there upon our knees we plead with god & we
covenanted with each other in the holy stand that we would not
give sleep to our eyes neither take food untill we receieved a blessing
from god by the outpourings of his spirit upon us if it was untill the
end of three days and according to our covenant we commenced praying
& a part of the night we had a severe trial of our faith by great
temptation from satan but before day we gained a good degree of
victory over the devil & the lord poured out his spirit upon us
& we felt it good to be in the house of god while nature was hushed
in silenced by the sable shades of night after spending the night in
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prayer we returned to our homes in the morning intending to spend
the day in prayer & fasting for still greater blessings this being upon

ath 1I spent
april 5th

a part of the day in attending the high council the
remainder in writing prayer & fasting 1I again repaired to the upper
lower part of the house of the lord at 5 oclock PM with the quorum
of the seventies for a solumn
column assembly anointing ac
&c three out of
the seven presidents were present & anointed twelve the spirit of god
sat upon us & we were satisfied with our blessing consequently 1I returned home with those brethren with whom 1I had covenanted for
a blessing & took some food & retired to rest being 24 hours since we
had taken food or sleep there was much of the spirit of prophesy &
revelation poured upon the heads of the anointed in the di ferent
urns
quorums
quorurns
quor

ath 1837 this being more particular the day of the solumn
column
april 6th

as-

sembly or a day that is looked upon annually with feeling of greater
interest in celebration of the 6th
ath of april 1830 as upon that day
the church of latter day saints was first organized in this last disfulness of times henceforth the solumn
column assembly of the
pensa tion & falness
pensation
elders of israel & all official members that can will meet in the
LORDS house annually to attend to the most solumn
column ordinances of
the house of GOD & of receieving
rece ieving the visions & great things of
heavens therefore 1I shall be more particular in recording the transactions of this day than others for it is sumthing
sum thing similar to the pentesuething
cost that st paul speak of at jerrusalem
jerrusalern
Jer rusalem
I1 repaired to the house of the lord at 8 oclock AM & after
spending an hour in the lower part of the house the presidency of
the church called the quorums of the seventies into the upper part
of the house that they might be by themselves for a while as there
was some business to be attended to in these quorums before they
could precede to the business of the day below in the first place
six of the presidents of the seventies were to leave the seventies &
take a station in the quorum of the travling
trav ling high priesthood and six
trailing
other presidents chosen in their stead 1I shall not here give the partic ulars of this change of Coun
ticulars
cillers suffice it to say that all of the
councillors
councillers
councillors first chosen excepting joseph young were high priest
bedfor the organization of the seventies & they had a right to officiate
befor
in the lower offices of the church & there was some difference in
the authority and office of the quorums of high priesthood & seventies the six new presidents chosen out of the seventies to take the
place of thos that were to leave were john gould 63 josiah butter-

field

64

salmon gee 65 foster 66 john gaylard 67

john gould a member of the second quorum of seventy was chosen
to replace hazen aldrich in the seventies presidency

josiah butterfield a native of maine had assisted in building the kirtland temple and was a member of the kirtland safety society he was a
member of the second quorum of seventy chosen on this date to replace lyman sherman in the presidency
salmon gee 1792
1845 was bom in lyme connecticut and joined
17921845
the church in july 1832 he moved to kirtland in 1834 and was chosen a
member of the second quorum of seventy in 1836
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apanged theire
after this matter was aranged

was a glorious ordinance performed upon the heads of those who had been anointed by the first
ac was
presidency of the church joseph smith jr sidney rigdon &c
while all of the
this ordinance performed
it was as follows

anointed present lifted there hands towards heaven this first presidency
of the church confirmed & sealed upon our heads all the blessings
of our ordination anointing & patriarchal with a seal in the presence
of god & the lamb & holy angels that they should all be fulfilled
upon our heads that not one jot or tittle should fail & the seal was
confirmed upon our heads with a shout of all the anointed with uplifted
hand to heaven HOSANNA HOSANNA HOSANNA to GOD &
the LAMB amen amen & amen hosanna hosanna hosanna to
god & the LAMB amen amen & amen hosanna hosanna hosanna to GOD & the LAMB amen amen & amen this was repeated as it is written & if ever a shout entered the cabinet of heaven
that did & was repeated by angels on high & caused the power of
god to rest upon us 0 ye priest of baal 0 ye gentile reli
religionest
religionist
gionest
0 ye inhabitants of babylon possessing the mark of the beast what
knowledge have ye of the ordinances or blessings or virtues of the
house & church of god great and marvelous are the blessings and
power of the ordinances of the lord & his gospel made manifest on
these occasions after being in the upper room about two hours we
again joined the congregation of the saints in the lower court &
the house came to order for the business of the day the veils were
closed & each apartment commenced the duties of the day the washing
of the feet of the anointed was the first business that was performed
the twelve assisted our presidency in washing the feet elder heber
kimble one of the twelve apostles attended to the washing of my
feet & prophesied upon my head & pronounced me clean from the
blood of this generation this as it was with JESUS when he washed
his deci
deciples
ples feet great were the blessings that rested upon us in
decilles
this ordinance after the washing of feet the veils were rolled which
brought the congregation into one assembly the stand of the priesthood were still coverd with the veils the presidency stood in the
lower stand & president joseph smith jr arose and addressed the congregation
gregation for the term of three hours clothed with the power spirit
& image of GOD he unbosomd his mind & feelings in the house of
his friends he presented many things of vast importance to the minds
of the elders of israel 0 that they might be written upon our
hearts as with an iron pen to remain forever that we might practice
them in our lives that fountain of light principle & virtue that came
forth out of the heart & mouth of the prophet JOSEPH whose soul
like enochs sewelld
swelld wide as eternity 1I say such evidences presented in
such a forcible manner ought to drive into oblivion every particle of
unbelief & dubiety from the mind of the hearers for such language
sentiment principle & spirit cannot flow from darkness joseph
james foster 17751841
1775 1841 was a member of the second quorum of seventy at kirtland prior to his appointment to the presidency
john gaylord 1797
a member of the kirtland safety society was
chosen to replace sylvester smith in the seventy s presidency
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rised up for the deliverance of israel
smith jr is a prophet of god irised
burns within me while 1I am penning thes lines
as true as my heart now bums
which is as true as truth itself president hiram smith followed joseph
with many useful remarks he also was clothed with much of the spirit
of god joseph desired us to give heed to his words & teaching this
speedily be redeemed he
once & be wise that zion & her stakes might spedily
instructed us to be sure & ask those that enter the kingdom to send
up their wise men to kirtland with there money to counsel with the
presidency & purchase an inheritance before they move their families
or bring the poor to the places of gathering for to suffer also that
we must keep in view the institution of the kirtland safety society
& if the elders of israel would be faithful & do what was in their
speedily be redeemed & become a
power this once kirtland should spedily
strong hold not to be thrown down joseph presented us in some
degree the plot of the city of kirtland which is the strong hold
of the daughter of zion as it was given him by vision it was great
marvelous & glorious the city extended to the east west north &
south steam boats will come puffing into the city our goods will be
conveyed upon railroads from kirtland to many places & probably
to zion houses of worship would be reared unto the most high beautiful streets was to be made for the saints to walk in kings of the
earth would come to behold the glory thereof & many glorious things
not now to be named would be bestowed upon the saints but all
these thing are better imagined than spoken by the children of
jacob
president oliver cowder followed hiram smith & made but few
remarks but verry appropriate he called upon the elders to keep within
the bounds of their knowledge & to let the great mysteries of the
kingdom alone for the gentiles had not a knowledge even of the
first princi
principles
ples
pies of the gospel that it was far better to preach what
princl
the people would call the small things of the bible than to enter
vish ions of isaiah ezekiel & john &c
into the vishions
ac president sidney
impressed it
rigdon next spoke & said many important things and impressd
upon the elders of israel with great force & eloquence to lay to
with their mights this once for the redemption of kirtland that
israel may be safe & free and have a place to set his foot sentence
in shorthand
after the presidency closed their remarks the twelve were called
upon to break bread for the multitude as jesus did in the days of
the apostles that they might all be filled they did so & we were
all filled & was made glad while feasting with patriarchs prophets
apostles evangelest pasters teachers & deacons after the feast
was closed thanks was returned to GOD with uplifted hands to
heaven this being about the seting
keting of the son all had the privilege
of returning to thir homes that felt disposed & the rest might spend
the night in the house of the lord in prayer & exportation
exaortation praise
& thanksgiving
at about candle light the meeting commenced with
great interest joseph requested the congregation to speak their feelings
freely & pray according to the spirit the saints began to open their
mouths & they were filled with language unto edification one a
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exhortation
exortation
tation some a doctrin & a psalm others a
prayer another an exor
youngue
tou ngue some an interpretation prophecy was also poured out upon
toungue
us & all things was done decently & in order & the night was spent
gloriously by the saints much of the gifts of the gospel rested upon
us one brother clothed with the gift of tongues laid his hands upon
my head and prophesied great blessing upon me another brother
possessing the interpretation uttered it unto me to my joy & consolation
with the many blessing pronounced upon my head he rehersed the
blessing that jacob pronounced upon the heads of joseph & said that
I1 should possess the blessings of heaven & of earth & be much blessed
in my ministry ac
&c much prophecy was uttered upon the heads of
many of the saints in other languages & was interpreted which was
glorious thus was this day & night spent gloriously & those scenes
will long be remembered rejoice 0 earth & shout 0 heavens for
the natural fruit of the tame olive tree is again manifest in the
earth the fig tree is buting
puting forth leaves the church of christ
is trav
travling
ling out of the wilderness with her gifts & graces which edify
trailing
the body of christ the house of god is reared in beauty & splender
according to the pattern given by the vishions
vish ions of heaven & the reveieve the gospel relations of jesus christ 0 ye gentiles come & rece
receieve
relieve the holy
pent & be baptized for the remishion of your sins & recieve
ghost by the laying on of hands & partake of the blessing of god
with israel that you may be hid under the shadow of the ALMIGHTY
in the day of GODs wrath & indignation upon babylon which is at
hand the meeting continued until break of day when we all dispersed
to our homes with great joy & consolation may the lord bless the
saints & have mercy upon the poor the sick & the afflicted & deliver
israel from the gentile yoke for jesus sake amen

ath
april 7th

I spent the day in writing my journal & when the shades
of evening began to appear I1 repaired to the house of the LORD in
company with elders milton holmes & joseph B nobles for the
1

purpose of worshiping god we entered one of the stands within
the veils & fell upon our knees & satan appeared also but not to
worship god but to deprive us of the privilege satan strove against
otherwise
oth erwis he at one time drove me
us with great power by tempting & otherwis
from my stand while I1 was striving with my brethren to enter into
the visions of heaven notwithstanding his apparent victory good grew
out of it for by going into the outter
butter court I1 there found elder freeman nickerson68
nickerson
nicherson68 an aged father in israel who was faithful & prayed
to god alway I1 solicited him to join us in prayer that we might gain
a victory over satan & get a blessing at the hand of god he joyfully
accepted the invitation & we again entered the stand being four of
us in number of one accord in one place we had great cause to be
united in heart we all had trailed
travled together about 1.000
1000 miles in the
spring of 1834 for the redemption of zion we at that time offered to
lay down our lives & our offering was accepted as was abrams we felt
considering those circumstances that we could kneel down & unitedly
freeman nickerson 17781847
1778 1847 was baptized in april 1833 and had
labored in ohio and canada as a missionary
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get a blessing by faith through jesus christ we fell upon our knees
tem
& began to cry unto god satan departed temptation
tempation
pation found no place
in our harts the power of god rested upon us & we were baptized
with the holy ghost & the spirit of god was like fire fire shut up
in our bones we were immersed in the liberty of the sons of god
many great things were shown unto us the power of god & the spirit of
prophesy & revelation rested upon us I1 arose & proclaimed many
reth that were
glorious thing upon the heads of my beloved breth
brethreth
present which were dictated in my heart by the holy spirit and 1I willford testify in the name of jesus christ that many preciou things
were shown me concerning my brethren by the holy spirit in prophecy
our hearts were made glad & we went our way re& revelation
joicing
ath spent the day in writing my journal spent the evening at
april 8th
elder milicans69 in good company
9th
ath sunday morning 1I repaired to the house of the lord to worship
with the saints father john smith70 opened the meeting by prayer then
read the twelvth
twelfth chapter of the second book of nephi & preached
from it unto the people in the latter part of the day elder kimble
addressed the saints in the power of god elder 0 pratt followed
with few remarks after communion president S rigdon addressed the
congregation & laid before them their situation as to temporal things
as the gentiles are striving to besiege the saints in kirtland & would
be glad to starve the saints to death 71 he also stated that the presidency had used every means for the deliverance of the church but
possibly nathaniel

temple
71john smith
john

milliken who was doorkeeper of the kirtland

was an uncle to joseph smith he was baptized in 1832 and moved to kirtland in 1833 where he was a member of
the kirtland safety society
preference
cormons at kirtland is
7reference to efforts of gentiles to starve the mormons
reference
elaborated by george A smith
in the spring of 1835 a majority of the
inhabitants of kirtland combined together and warned all the saints to leave
the town this was done to prevent any of our people becoming a town
charge in case of poverty they then bought up all the grain that was for
sale in the country around and refused to sell a particle of it to our people
mr lyman a presbyterian owning the kirtland mills was at the head of the
movement he accumulated several thousand bushels of grain in his mill and
refused to sell the least portion of it to any of the saints this arrangement was brought about by a combination of all the religious sects in the
mr chase a presbyterian neighbor of ours who had
vicinity
bad a quantity of
grain on hand and had refused to sell a particle at any price came to my
father one morning and asked him if he
be could board the schoolmistress his
portion assigning as a reason that he had not got provisions to feed her on
my father although he had eaten the last morsel of bread stuff we had for
breakfast told him he could board her as well as not this was done to
ascertain our straitened condition but joseph on learning the plan of our
enemies got the brethren to put their mites together and sent to portage
county and purchased a supply of wheat at a reasonable price and carried
it to a mill owned by one of the brethren several miles from town so that
our christian friends not only had the mortification of not starving out the
saints but had when harvest came around a large quantity of grain on hand
and no market for it as our people had raised a supply for themselves
memoirs of geo A smith pp
ap 5960
59 60 MS HDC
1781 1854
17811854

11
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of the church had refused kirtlan currency which was their
temporal salvation in consequence of this they put strength in the
hands of their enemies & those that had done this thing must suffer
by it sidney closed and joseph arose & like the lion of the tribe of
JUDAH he poured out his soul in the midst of the congregation of
languague
the saints but who can find langu
ague to write his words & teachings
as with an iron pen in a rock that they may stand for future generation to look upon A fountain of knowledge rolled from his
mouth to the people which was the word of god yea in the name
of god he proclaimed that severe judgment awaited those characters
that professed to be his friends & friends to humanity & the kirtltritors & opposed the currency
and safety society but had turned tritous
& its friends which has given power into the hands of the enemy &
oppressed the poor saints such have become covenant breakers for
which they will feel the wrath of god as true as joseph is a prophet
joseph uttered the feelings of his soul in pain while viewing the
poverty & afflictions of ephraim or the saints in kirtland at least
that fals brethren should be whited walls & bring jerrils
perrils upon the
saints joseph is as a father to ephraim & to all israel in these last
days he mourns because of unbelief & the negligence manifest with
many who have receieved the gospel in obeying the commands of
god he fears lest but few be left to receieve
rece ieve an inheritance there
is not a greater man than joseph standing in this generation the
gentiles look upon him & he is to them like bed of gold canceled
conceled
led
conce
from human view they know not his principle his spirit his wisdom virtue phylanthropy
philanthropy nor his calling his mind like enochs
swells wide as eternity nothing short of a god can comprehend his
as many

soul

april loth

I1 wrote two letters to the land of

smoot & the other to elder alexander
A conference of elders to be held at mane
1837 on saturday & sunday

direct

a letter to

zion one to elder AO

aug 12th

& 13th AD

freeman nickerson south dennis post office barn-

stable county massachusetts

my first acquaintance with miss phebe W carter was on the eve
introduced to her at
of the 28th of jan 1837 at which time 1I was introducd
elder millikens by the politeness of elder M holmes after two &
half months acquaintance we were joined in matrimony the account
of which will be found on the following pages
MATRIMONY
WILLFORD WOODRUFF born march ist 1807
PHEBE W CARTER born march 8th
ath 1807

april 13th 1837 marriage being

an institution of heaven & hon

ourable
curable in all I1 accordingly accepted the honour upon this memorial
day by joining hands with miss PHEBE W CARTER in the bonds
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of matrimony and took upon ourselves the marriage covenant elder
johnathan holmes also took the same responsibility upon himself at
the same time by giving his hand to miss mary carter in the marriage
we were married at the house of president JOSEPH
covenant
SMITH jr the ceremony was solemnized
solemnizer my president frederick G
williams president J smith sen the patriarch then blessed us in the
name of the lord and pronounced great blessings upon us & our
posterity president J smith jr was expecting to solemnize the ceremony but his life was so beset & sought for by wicked and ungodly
men for the testimony of JESUS that he was under the necessity of
fleeing from his house & home for a few days 0 when will the
prophets of god rest upon the earth
we were married at 2 oclock P M and at 4 PM the whole company consisting of about 16 couple walked from president J smiths
ed with the privilege of
to president S rigdons whare we were gratified
gratifyed
gratify
72 & miss thalia rigdon73
robinson72
seeing elder george Robinson
Rigdon73 also joined
in matrimony by president FG williams the company dispersed at
the sitting of the sun 1I spent the night at president joseph smiths
may the lord bless us all with salvation
the sun in the east arose to gladden earth & shed oer nature his
pleas eing beams to
pleaseing
io wellcome the return of delightful spring that
drearly
drearry winter might be forgotten no day more pleasing than april
thirteenth 1837 while all nature smiled without friendships purest
joys were felt beneath a prophets roof whare the brides and brides
groom found a welcome reception while by law with the nuptial cord
their hands were bound their congenial hearts in one lay cemented bearing the seal of eternal life their friendship formed from principle pure
unsuled bid refinement oer those hearts to rule possessing the
virtue unguled
love of GOD the ownly foundation of true friendship true the
prophet joseph from his wife children & house for a moment had
fled had torn himself from their embrace in some lonely place to seek
a shelter to escape the blood thirsty gentiles hands against him raised
for bearing the testimony of jesus christ A patriarch yet was left
he possessing a holy priesthood more ancient than his gray hairs
arose upon his feet to bless in the name of GOD the married four
being clothed in the spirit through the power of the priesthood he
pronounced upon the wedded heads and their posterity blessing that

ner decay
while heaven

smiles upon the elders of israel friendship presents
each with a bride as a help meet whose prayers will be wafted
wafred by a more
holy breeze than wind up to the throne of GOD for their companions
while bound in chains & vaults in prisons cast for the word of god
& the testimony of jesus these feeble words inspire their harts to
call on god that he may here & send deliverance to the bridegroom
in distance lands while under zions banner the bride finds protections

george W robinson 1814
was a member of the kirtland safety
society and clerk of the kirtland high council he later became general church

recorder

athalia rigdon was the eldest daughter of sidney rigdon
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heaven protect the four that they their covenants may fulfill that
friendship may grow old but pure and strong as death that peace and
harmony may crown their lives
let god direct their steps their
hearts possess his love while personal friendship joins their hearts
and hands in one may light and truth their way direct untill they meet
the great bridegroom
vera amicitia est sempiterna74

at

this point in his diary elder woodruff records his patriarchal
blessing which was given april 15 1836 and that of his wife phebe
which was given in november 10 1836 both blessings were given
at kirtland ohio by joseph smith sr

THE LAST dispensation OF THE GOSPEL
solemn and interesting are the scenes and living realities of the present
generation of the human family the reflecting mind may flit back
with the rapidity of lightning to the day when GOD spake and
chaos herd and this world came into order then from the days of
ADAM trace the history of man down to 1830 years after christ
both sacred and profane and place their history in a point of light
to comprehend in one combined mass all the rise progress decline
and fall of all the nations kingdoms and empires of the earth
and they do not form a more compounded scenery of grand awful
sublime and important events than is to transpire in this last dispensation
pensa tion of the gospel of jesus christ the prophets and apostles
& all inspired men of god in every age of a theocratical govern
ament
governament
govermment
government
have looked spake & written respecting this generation with feelings
of the deepest interest in 1830 the stone began to roll the church
propeled by
& body of christ became visible it will continue to be propelled
the arm of JEHOVAH untill the kingdom fills the whole earth &
herd babylon falls & christ reigns then marvel not 0 ye
israel gat
gatherd
eatherd
reader that the patriarch joseph pronounces blessings upon the children of EPHRAIM
april 20th spent this day in the house of the lord in prayer and
fasting with the congregation of the saints much of the power gifts
and graces of the gospel was poured out upon us speaking and
interpeting of tongues was manifest in the congregation one brother
interpreting
interpeting
interpeted the same
sung a lengthy song in tongues & sister hide interpreted
it was great & glorious much of it was respecting the fame of joseph
and his magnus works
april 21 1I paid 37 dollars to elder harvy redfield for jacob
bump which balanced all of my account with them both I1 paid
5 dollars to elder heber kimble sentence in shorthand

april 22nd receieved a letter from my father in law ezra carter
under date of april 9th
ath
labour ing with my hands for elder H
30th spent the last week labouring
3oth
aoth

kimble
evidence of woodruff
friendship is eternal
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may ist
lse
ise mrs woodruff with myself removed our boarding place to
parrishes
Parris hes whare we tarry for the present
elder W parrisher
labour ing for elder J young in the latter part of the day
5th
ath while labouring
we experienced a verry sudden hard & rapid storm of wind and rain
a vane of it passed south of the temple in the form of a whirl wind
or tornado it destroyed and injured several buildings it crushed one
of elder young buildings instantly and removed the one we were
in yet no lives were lost nor persons injured soon all was calm
again
arided in kirtland from the state of
loth brother henry harmon75
harmon75 arived
main and mrs woodruff receieved nine letters from our friends
in the state of maine

may 14th
l4th we wrote two letters to our friends in the state of maine
lath
labour ing with my hands for
23rd spent several of the last weeks in labouring
elder joseph young spent the fore part of this day in attending
a patriarchal meeting I1 wrote a patriarchal blessing for brother

henry harmon
commenced boarding with elder jonathan H hale
25th 1I comenced
27th 1I wrote a patriarchal blessing as it was delivered from the
mouth of the patriarch JOSEPH for elder rufus M lord76

28th sunday I1 repaired to the house of the lord to worship the
GOD of israel with the congregation of the saints in kirtland behold it was a day of experience of interest & of knowledge the
same spirits of murmering
murmering complaining & of mutiny that 1I spake
murmuring
of in feb 19th in this journal hath not slept from that day to the
present they have been brewing in the family circle in the secret
chamber & in the streets untill many & some in high places had risen
up against joseph the servent whom god had raised up to lead
israel and they were striving to overthrow his influence & cast him
down untill joseph was grieved in spirit to stand in such perils among
ais brethren 77 but notwithstanding this thick cloud of darkness
ffais
als
was a native of scarborough maine
henry harmon 1816
rufus M lord was a member of the third quorum of seventy at kirtland
77
the conditions that prevailed to eventually terminate kirtland as a mormon gathering place are summarized by heber C kimball
on our arrival in kirtland we were much grieved to see the spirit of

speculation that was prevailing in the church trade and traffic seemed to engross the time and attention of the saints when we left kirtland a city
lot was worth about 150 dollars but on our return to our astonishment the
same lot was said to be worth from 500 to 1000 dollars according to location and some men who when 1I left could hardly get food to eat I1 found
on my return to be men of supposed great wealth in fact every thing in the
place seemed to be moving in great prosperity and all seemed determined to
become rich in my feelings they were artificial or imaginary riches A
bank was also established called the kirtland safety society in which myself
and most of the twelve were appointed directors this bank issued paper
to a considerable extent this appearance of prosperity led many of the
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standing over kirtland joseph being unmoved in the cause entered
the congregation of the saints arose in the stand & spake to the people
in the name of the lord in his own defence the lord was with him
by his power & spirit to the convinceing
convince ing of the honest that he
would stand & his enemies fall sidney followed him with an able
discourse & several others spake in the spirit in the spirit of god maintaining joseph in his integrity but alas one arose once a friend not
now in the blackness of his face & corruption of his heart stretched
out his puny arm and proclaimed against joseph joseph acted wisely
while all saw the spirit of his foe 0 words in shorthand when
thou art converted strengthen thy brethren 0 my god deliver me
from such a crime 1I pray thee

may 29th 1I met in the house of the lord to attend an important
conference or meeting of the high councel to attend to some important business of the church let memory speak upon this subject
shorthand
shorthand
two words in short
shorthands
shorthands
shorthandl
shorthandl
handl two words in short
handl one words
shorthand
in shorthand it was considered not words in short
shorthands
shorthandl
handi try words
handl
in short
shorthand
shorthands
shorthandl
handi before the high council but before the bishop the
handl
presidents withdrew the council closed without transacting business
1I met with the quorum of seventies 20 times from jan to may 30th
ganesville
panesville
ville in company with the presidency & many
30th rode to Panes
other official members of the church of latter day saints for the
purpose of attending a court president joseph smith jr was ac
saints to believe that the time had arrived for the lord to enrich them
with the treasures of the earth and believing so it stimulated them to great
exertions so much so that two of the twelve lyman E johnson and john
F boynton went to new york and purchased to the amount of twenty
thousand dollars worth of goods and entered into the mercantile business
borrowing considerable money from polly voce and other saints in boston
and the regions round about and which they have never repaid
this state of things did not continue long for our enemies being
filled with jealousy and hatred drew upon the bank till money began to
fail and in proportion as adversity came upon us the faith of many began to
fail and being filled with the spirit of speculation they ran greedily into the
world erred from the faith and joined our enemies some who were entrusted with the bank robbed it of a considerable amount which was palmed
upon us as a means to overthrow us also a counterfeit which was said to
have been issued from the bank those of integrity in the church replaced the
robbed money at the expence
extence of all they had 1I may safely add that a greater
specimen of integrity was never known among men
warren parrish who was a clerk in the bank afterwards acknowledged
he took 20000 dollars and there was strong evidence he took more
this order of things increased to such an extent during the winter that
a man s life was in danger the moment he spoke in defence of the prophet
of god during this time 1I had many hours and days of sorrow and mourning for my heart sickened to see the awful extent that things were getting
to the only source of consolation 1I had was in bending my knees continually before my father in heaven and asking him to sustain me and preserve me from falling into snares and from betraying my brethren as others
had done for those who apostatized sought every means and opportunity to
draw others after them they also entered into combinations to obtain wealth
by fraud and every means that was hellish
history of heber chase
kimball by his own dictation pp
47 48 MS HDC
ap 4748
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178 this was done out of spite
aused
cused of endangering the life of newe
newel78
becaus he was guilty of the charge the court adjourned untill satnot becaas
urday following we then returned home distance of the day 18
miles 1I spent the evening in prepareing
prepa reing myself to go fourth from
kirtland into the eastern country on a mishion to again proclaim the
gospel of jesus christ in company with some of my brethren may
tile
tiie
the lord prosper our way

may 31st the day had now arived
arided for me to take the parting hand
with the saints in kirtland and again go into the vineyard to proclaim the word of god I1 accordingly took my departure from mrs
woodruff my companion & sister hale who were expecting to tarry
together for a season I1 then left kirtland in good spirits in company
with elder hale
reference is made to the case in which grandison newell a prominent
resident of mentor ohio brought charges against joseph smith for threatening
newelfs
newells
newells life
78
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